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Abstract—Integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) is a
key enabler of beyond fifth-generation networks and a multitude
of futuristic applications. However, the coexistence, scheduling
and spectrum scarcity issues due to additional sensing signals
are valid concerns. A communicating device requiring sensing
can use its communication signal for sensing. However, a non-
communicating device requiring sensing will need to transmit
additional sensing signals, increasing traffic in the network. Thus,
in this letter, a novel ISAC with iterative channel estimation
(ISAC-ICE) method is proposed to provide spectral efficiency
while maintaining sensing and communication performance. The
proposed method attains this by enabling the multi-channel esti-
mation from received non-orthogonal communication and sensing
signals for uplink transmission. The simulation results and com-
plexity analysis demonstrate that the proposed method enables
non-orthogonal multiple accessing (NOMA) of ISAC with a
linearithmic complexity.

Index Terms—Integrated sensing and communication, non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), channel state information
(CSI), iterative channel estimation, uplink.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTEGRATED sensing and communications (ISAC)
systems, i.e., wireless-capable systems which can share

and/or coordinate resources to perform both sensing and com-
munication, have garnered a lot of attention from the industry
and academia, and are envisioned to be a second functionality
of future wireless networks [1]. As such, leading wireless
communication standardization entities, such as the wireless
fidelity (Wi-Fi) Alliance and 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP), have initiated research in to standardizing
and enhancing sensing within wireless networks [2], [3].
However, the inclusion of wireless sensing into communica-
tion networks is not straightforward. The increase in wireless
sensing applications, and consequently signals, will inevitably
increase the network traffic, causing coexistence, scheduling
and interference issues [4].

One approach to mitigate this problem is to design a
waveform such that both the communication and sensing
performance requirements are satisfied with the same sig-
nal. For example, the sensing and communication beams
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may be jointly optimized for the desired achievable rate and
sensing frequency [5]. Or, the pilots can be designed to mini-
mize channel error while maximizing mutual information [6].
However, meeting these, and other, communication and/or
sensing requirements results in trade-offs between sensing and
communication performances [1]. Scheduling-based solutions
are also being investigated, where the focus is on isolating
the sensing and communication signals in the time and/or
frequency domains [7]. For example, TGbf, the task group
responsible for incorporating sensing in Wi-Fi, has opted to
transmit packets containing only training fields, or pilots, for
sensing, using the same channel access mechanisms as the
communication packets [8]. This means that the sensing and
communication transmissions will compete for transmission
opportunity, which will degrade the communication capac-
ity [9], especially in the presence of multiple sensing users
(SUs). As such, these methods are not resource efficient.

A different, more recent approach is non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA)-integrated sensing and communica-
tions (ISAC). Here, the sensing signals and communication
signals are overlapped, either at the transmitter or in the
channel, and separated at the receiver(s). One such example
is NOMA with two different waveforms, as in [10], where
an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and
frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) signal are
overlapped. Other works either assume the sensing signal to
be known and perfectly removable [11] or assume the sensing
signal as a virtual communication signal and apply succes-
sive interference cancellation (SIC) [12]. In the former, a radar
echo is overlapped with an uplink signal at the ISAC base sta-
tion. In the latter, a sensing signal and a communication signal
are transmitted to the user equipment (UE), which removes
the sensing signal and sends feedback information. Their aim
is to jointly optimize the sensing and communication beams
such that the communication performance is satisfied while
the nearby objects are detected by the base station (BS). On
the other hand, [13] performs classical NOMA communica-
tion, but utilizes the echoes of the NOMA signal for radar
sensing. All of these works consider beamforming communi-
cation and, as with most power domain NOMA works, assume
perfect channel knowledge of the communicating UEs. This
assumption is unrealistic, however, as the devices would have
to do channel estimation with a non-NOMA signal beforehand.
Furthermore, satisfying and maintaining the power difference
criteria required to apply SIC is difficult, more so in a mobile
target and/or UE scenario. All [10], [11], [12], [13] assume
that the sensing and communication signals are transmitted
by the same device; i.e., sensing is done by a device which
is also simultaneously communicating, and ignore scenarios
where the sensing and communication signals are transmitted
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Fig. 1. The system model of uplink CSI-based NOMA scheme.

by two different devices, such as SU and communicating user
(CU) in a random-access network like Wi-Fi. In these sce-
narios, the communication signals and sensing signals may
collide and the high periodicity of the sensing signals (more
than 100 packets per second [14]) would decrease transmis-
sion opportunity for the communication signals [9]. Thus, a
NOMA scheme of overlapping communication and sensing
signals would significantly improve capacity.

In light of this, this letter proposes a novel NOMA-ISAC
scheme for channel state information (CSI)-based sensing
where one device is a CU and the other is a SU. CSI-based
sensing uses model and/or pattern based techniques to infer
environmental information from the CSI measurements for
multiple applications [15]. The transmitted OFDM signals are
the random communication signal and the globally known
sensing signal, which consists of pilots. The signals’ sub-
carriers are fully overlapped at the receiver, where iterative
channel estimation is applied. Compared to the conventional
orthogonal ISAC (CO-ISAC) systems, where the sensing and
communication signals are separated in time or frequency
domains, the proposed system, ISAC with iterative channel
estimation (ISAC-ICE), enables sharing these resources and
can attain a satisfactory bit error rate (BER) and mean squared
error (MSE) for communication and sensing performance,
respectively. Thus, the spectral efficiency is improved for high
periodicity and multiple user scenarios.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model comprises of two separate and indepen-
dent single-antenna CU and SU transmitters for an uplink
transmission, which simultaneously transmit their signals over
a wireless channel to a single-antenna ISAC receiver. The
OFDM communication symbol consists of pilot and data sub-
carriers, and the OFDM sensing symbol contains sensing
sequences. As they are transmitted simultaneously, the com-
munication and sensing transmissions occupy the same time
and frequency resources. The entirety of the system model
is depicted in Fig. 1. Here, the black, red, and blue arrows in
the rectangles represent the data, pilot, and sensing subcarriers,
respectively, over a bandwidth. The overlapping of communi-
cation and sensing signals is illustrated with the red and blue
rectangles respectively in the time-frequency plane. For the
parallel transmission, it is assumed that communication and
sensing transmitters are perfectly synchronized in time and
frequency domains with the receiver.

The discrete time-domain cyclic prefix (CP)-OFDM symbol
is generated at the CU transmitter as

xT (n) =
1√
N

N−1∑

k=0

xF (k)e
j2πk(n−Ncp)/N ,

n = 0, 1, . . . ,N + Ncp − 1, (1)

where N is the size of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) oper-
ation, xF (k) denotes the data or pilot symbol in the frequency
domain, and Ncp is the CP length. Here, the data subcarrier
index, pilot subcarrier index, and pilot ratio are denoted by
kd , kp , and 1/α, respectively. The pilot subcarrier index kp is
defined as mod(kp , α) = 0, where the function mod(a, m)
returns the remainder after division of a by m. Then, the
frequency-domain pilot symbols for CU can be defined as

xF (kp) =

{
1, mod(kp , 2α) = 0
−1, otherwise .

(2)

Moreover, xF (kd ) with mod(kd , α) �= 0 has an average unit
power. On the other hand, the frequency-domain pilot symbols
for SU are defined as

sF (k) =

{
1, k even
−1, k odd .

(3)

Therefore, the discrete time-domain sensing symbol at the SU
transmitter is generated as

sT (n) =
1√
N

N−1∑

k=0

sF (k)e
j2πk(n−Ncp)/N . (4)

Then, digital-to-analog conversion is performed and these
signals are transmitted in the uplink from separate devices
through the wireless channels. Here, although the same Ncp

is used for both the communication and sensing symbol gen-
eration, different Ncp values can also be used, as long as
they are larger that the maximum excess delay of both the
communication and sensing channels.

At the ISAC receiver, the summation of CU and SU signals
is received. Then, first analog-to-digital conversion is per-
formed to obtain yT (n) in the time-domain, followed by the
removal of the CP and the DFT operation. Finally, the received
frequency-domain signal yF ∈ C

N×1 can be written as

yF (k) = hF ,c(k)xF (k) + hF ,s(k)sF (k) + wF (k), (5)

where hF ,c(k), hF ,s(k), wF (k) denote the Rayleigh fading
channel samples of CU and SU with the distribution
of CN (0, 1), and noise sample with the distribution of
CN (0, σ20), respectively. Note that the received average pow-
ers of CU and SU are taken as equal thanks to the synchronous
transmission in the uplink. Therefore, the separation of non-
orthogonal CU and SU signals is not by the power difference
at the ISAC receiver. Then, an iterative channel estimation
for the communication and sensing channels is performed.
After the equalization with the estimated communication
channel, the received data symbols are demodulated.
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III. ITERATIVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION

In conventional channel estimation in OFDM systems, the
pilot or known symbols are used to estimate the channel. Then,
the obtained CSI is used for demodulating the data symbols
or sensing. In the NOMA-ISAC scenario, the signals are fully
overlapped in the time and frequency domain, therefore the
signals are not separable and conventional channel estimation
is no longer feasible. Here, for a good signal separability, an
iterative channel estimation algorithm of the communication
and sensing channels is developed in this section.

First, the received frequency domain signal in (5) is
required. Since sF is known at the ISAC receiver, the sensing
CSI estimation can be obtained by using a least-square (LS) or
minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) estimator [16]. In this
letter, the LS estimator is utilized, but MMSE can also be
used. The sensing CSI with LS estimator for the i-th iteration
is found as

h̃
(i)
F ,s =

y
(i−1)
F ,s

sF
, (6)

where y
(i−1)
F ,s is the received sensing signal with y

(0)
F ,s = yF

for i = 1, 2, . . . , I . Here, I represents the total number
of the iterations in ISAC-ICE. To improve the estimation
performance, a DFT-based channel estimation is applied to
h̃
(i)
F ,s as below,

h̃
(i)
T ,s(n) =

1√
N

N−1∑

k=0

h̃
(i)
F ,s(k)e

j2πkn/N , (7)

h̃
(i)
F ,s,DFT (k) =

√
N

Ncp−1∑

n=0

h̃
(i)
T ,s(n)e

−j2πnk/N . (8)

Then, the estimated sensing signal is subtracted from (5)
to obtain the received communication signal for the i-th
iteration as

y
(i)
F ,c = yF − sF h̃

(i)
F ,s,DFT . (9)

The effects of sensing signal on communication signal are
partially removed after the subtraction in (9). Thereafter, the
conventional processes of OFDM at the receiver are done to
detect the transmitted data symbols. For the communication
channel estimation of h̃

(i)
c,F (kp), the subcarriers of y

(i)
F ,c(kp)

are divided by xF (kp), as h̃
(i)
F ,c(kp) = xF (kp)

−1y
(i)
F ,c(kp).

A spline interpolation is performed for h̃
(i)
F ,c(kp) to obtain

h̃
(i)
F ,c(k) where k = kd∪kp [16]. Then, the DFT-based channel

estimation is applied to obtain h̃
(i)
F ,c,DFT , as in (7) and (8).

Next, the channel equalization is performed as

y
(i)
F ,c =

y
(i)
F ,c

h̃
(i)
F ,c,DFT

. (10)

Then, y
(i)
F ,c(kd ) is demodulated to obtain x̃

(i)
F (kd ). Since

xF (kp) is known and x̃
(i)
F (kd ) is detected at the receiver, a

Algorithm 1 Proposed Iterative CSI Estimation
1: Define N, kd , and kp
2: Obtain yF
3: Set y

(0)
F ,s = yF

4: for i = 1 to I do
5: Obtain ˜h

(i)
F ,s by (6)

6: Obtain ˜h
(i)
F ,s,DFT by (8)

7: Obtain y
(i)
F ,c by (9)

8: Obtain y
(i)
F ,c by (10) and ˜h

(i)
F ,c,DFT

9: Obtain ˜h
(i)
F ,c,DD by (11)

10: Obtain y
(i)
F ,s by (12)

11: end for
12: Find y

(I )
F ,c , ˜h

(I )
F ,c,DFT , and ˜h

(I )
F ,s,DFT

decision-directed (DD) channel estimation can be performed
to improve h̃

(i)
F ,c,DFT (k) as

h̃
(i)
F ,c,DD =

y
(i)
F ,c

x̃
(i)
F

. (11)

Intuitively, the accuracy of h̃
(i)
F ,c,DD increases when the

detection of x̃ (i)F (kd ) has lower error rate.

Using the superior estimated channel, h̃(i)F ,c,DD , the updated
sensing signal can be obtained by subtracting the estimated
communication signal from the received signal as

y
(i)
F ,s = yF − h̃

(i)
F ,c,DD x̃

(i)
F . (12)

Afterwards, (6) through (12) are repeated until the maxi-
mum iteration value, I, is reached. The steps of the iterative
CSI estimation at the ISAC receiver are summarized in
Algorithm 1.

For the computational complexity analysis, the real addi-
tions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions over an OFDM
duration are considered at the receiver side. For h̃

(i)
F ,s , h̃(i)F ,c ,

h̃
(i)
F ,c,DD , and y

(i)
F ,c , 2N real multiplications are required

for one iteration. For y
(i)
F ,c and y

(i)
F ,s , 2N real additions

and multiplications are required for one iteration. Since
fast Fourier transform has the complexity of (3N log2N −
3N + 4) real additions and (N log2N − 3N + 4) real
multiplications [17], the processes to obtain h̃

(i)
F ,s,DFT and

h̃
(i)
F ,c,DFT have 4(3N log2N − 3N + 4) real additions and

4(N log2N − 3N + 4) real multiplications in total for one
iteration. In CO-ISAC, where the channel estimation is done
separately for both functionalities, (12N log2N − 12N +16)
real additions and (4N log2N −6N +16) real multiplications
are required to obtain h̃

(1)
F ,s , h̃(1)F ,c , h̃(1)F ,s,DFT , h̃(1)F ,c,DFT , and

y
(1)
F ,c . Therefore, the additional computational complexity of

ISAC-ICE for I iterations can be written as

I (12N log2 N − 8N + 16)− (12N log2 N − 12N + 16), (13)

I (4N log2 N + 16)− (4N log2 N − 6N + 16), (14)

for real additions and multiplications, respectively.
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Fig. 2. The BER performance of ISAC-ICE for different I values.

Fig. 3. The MSE performance of the OFDM and sensing CSI estimation for
different I values.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the BER, MSE, and spectral efficiency
performances of ISAC-ICE are analyzed via Monte Carlo
simulations. In the ISAC-ICE simulation, the same time and
frequency resources are non-orthogonally shared between the
users such that both the CU and SU occupy N subcarriers
over one OFDM symbol duration. In the CO-ISAC simulation,
the time and frequency resources are equally and orthogonally
shared between the users such that each CU and SU occupy N
subcarriers over two OFDM symbol duration. The CU and SU
have an equal unit average power at the ISAC receiver for both
ISAC-ICE and CO-ISAC. A DFT-based channel estimation is
used for the CU and SU in CO-ISAC for a fair comparison. A
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated signal is used
with the signal parameters N = 256, α = 4 and Ncp = 16
for the simulations. For the channels, 8-tap frequency selective
Rayleigh fading channels are considered. Overall, ISAC-ICE
can achieve a similar BER and MSE performance to CO-ISAC
if there are enough iterations. This indicates that ISAC-ICE
can, in fact, double the spectral efficiency by enabling non-
orthogonal transmissions. However, this comes with the cost
of increased computational complexity. The remainder of this
section will detail the simulation results.

The BER performance of ISAC-ICE is compared with CO-
ISAC with perfect and imperfect CSI cases in Fig. 2. As seen
from the figure, ISAC-ICE has a significant loss; however,
as the I value increases the BER performance improves. The
improvement is not proportional with the increase of I, and the
first iterations provide the most significant improvement. The
lower bound performance of the proposed method is taken as
the CO-ISAC performance, and can be achieved with I = 3
iterations. As I is further increased, it can be seen that there is
no significant change in BER performance while the overall
computational complexity increases.

The MSE performance of ISAC-ICE compared to CO-
ISAC is given in Fig. 3. The MSE is calculated by taking
the expected value of (hF ,c − h̃

(I )
F ,c,DFT )2 and (hF ,s −

h̃
(I )
F ,s,DFT )2 for the OFDM and sensing CSIs, respectively.

In CO-ISAC, the OFDM and sensing CSIs have the best
performance, therefore it will be the lower bound for ISAC-
ICE. As expected, ISAC-ICE has worse MSE performance
due to NOMA and there is a significant loss in MSE when
I = 1. However, as I increases, this loss can be compensated
because after each iteration, more accurate CSIs are obtained
and used in the following iteration. With I = 5 iterations,
ISAC-ICE can achieve a similar MSE performance compared
to CO-ISAC CSIs. It is important to point out that for the
sensing signal, although for CO-ISAC there is less error in
the channel estimation due to the all the subcarriers being
pilots, in ISAC-ICE more iterations are required to approach
the lower bound than for the communication signal. This is
because the channel estimation for the sensing signal is done
first, meaning that there will always be more interference from
the communication signal to the sensing signal. Meanwhile,
for the channel estimation of the communication signal, the
sensing signal is removed, as in (9). For I = 1, the performance
is the worst because the interference from the communication
signal is not removed at all. For a higher number of iterations,
channel estimation for sensing is done on the updated sensing
signal, y(i)F ,s , which is found by removing the communication
signal interference, as in (12).

In ISAC-ICE, a similar BER and MSE performance com-
pared to the case of CO-ISAC can be achieved. Consequently,
due to the NOMA scheme, the spectral efficiency of commu-
nication systems is improved, as seen in Fig. 4. The spectral
efficiency is calculated as the division of the number of trans-
mitted correct bits over a bandwidth by the total time duration.
Since the resources are equally and orthogonally shared in
CO-ISAC, ISAC-ICE provides approximately double the spec-
tral efficiency while having a similar OFDM and sensing CSI
performance.

The improved spectral efficiency in ISAC-ICE comes at the
cost of increased computational complexity at the receiver.
This can be seen in Table I, where the total computational
complexities for CO-ISAC and ISAC-ICE are given for I = [1,
2, 3, 5]. The overall complexity of ISAC-ICE is O(IN log2N )
and linearly increases with I. To achieve near CO-ISAC
performance in BER, ISAC-ICE requires at least I = 3 itera-
tions, which results in an additional 46112 real additions and
17952 real multiplications, as calculated using (13) and (14),
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Fig. 4. The spectral efficiency of ISAC-ICE for different I values.

TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON

respectively. Similarly, to achieve near CO-ISAC performance
in MSE for sensing CSI, at least I = 5 iterations are required.
In this case, ISAC-ICE requires an additional 91200 real addi-
tions and 34368 real multiplications. Although the ISAC-ICE
with I = 1 has a similar complexity to CO-ISAC, it has signif-
icant losses in the BER and MSE performances. Therefore, a
better spectral efficiency can be obtained with a linear increase
in the complexity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a novel iterative channel estimation method,
ISAC-ICE, has been proposed to separate the communica-
tion and sensing signals in an uplink NOMA case for a
scenario with seperate CU and SU and an ISAC receiver.
The results demonstrate that ISAC-ICE can achieve a sim-
ilar BER and MSE performance to CO-ISAC with a better
spectral efficiency. As a trade-off, ISAC-ICE increases the
computational complexity linearly with the number of iter-
ations. Since spectral efficiency losses due to CO-ISAC are

eliminated by ISAC-ICE, the sensing requirements can be met
without degrading communication performance. For the future
work, the asynchronous transmission of communication and
sensing users will be investigated. Furthermore, the general-
ization of the proposed method to include multiple CU and
SU scenarios will be explored.
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